Introduction
DSH is founded in 2007 with staffs >200, including 20 experienced employees in R & D team, providing automation solutions for customers.

Main business:
Precision components machining, mold and parts maker; fixtures designed, assembly.

Equipment:
CNC, wire cutting, precision grinding, milling machines and lathes, >100 units.

Our Clients:
Foxconn, Gree etc., Accuton, Mindray etc.
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iPhone assembly fixtures

Surface treatment:
Natural anodized, sandblasted, matte.

Assembly:
Al sheet metal parts, POM, standard parts and positioning parts.

The beige POM is easy to deform, but we can do it well.

Automation solutions:
To test the flexibility for finally functions.
Testing fixture

Testing fixture for Phone screen

- Applying to all mobile phone screen lighting up testing.

- Automated test with high efficiency.

- Using for testing the stability of Module POGO PIN.
Testing fixture

Agilent fixtures

- Safety of structure, with a variety of characteristics: suitable for Agilent 3070 machine
- Braille hole processes, improve the accuracy of the probe.
- Opaque material, suitable for LED color test.
Testing fixture

Mobile signal shielding testing

- Using for all mobile phone models testing
- For different mobile models, just need to replace the testing carrier board, it can reduce the cost of test.
- All mechanical movements are controlled by the microcontroller. Ensure the safety of the test.
Glass disc optical detection and screening machine

- Equipment No.: HB-MP-G15100
- Operating voltage: 220V, Bar pressure: 0.5 ~ 0.8mpa
- Object: precision hardware parts, injection molded parts, electronic components.
- Note: the object must be steady on the glass plate
Auto equipment

CCD automatically positioned and grabbing

Automatic coating of splitting by manipulator
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Auto equipment
Thank you!

DSH Moulds And Precision Machining Co., Ltd

Email: info@dshprecision.com
Website: dshprecision.com
Tel: 86-755-33163065
Fax: 86-755-29041031
Address: Changfeng Rd. #408, Guangming District 518107, Shenzhen, China.